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Sumer - 2000 BCE
A city-state is a place like our town but long ago.
The cities of Sumer were between two rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates. We call this
land Mesopotamia.
In old days people lived along rivers. Water from the river helped grow things.
The people of Sumer had laws and traditions and religion. Law, tradition and religion are
the “social classes”.
Sumer had kings at the top. They had priests too. They were powerful.
In the middle of the society were people who made things. They are called artisans. The
things they made could be pretty. There were also people who sold things, called merchants.
At the bottom of the society were the people who grew food. At the very bottom were
slaves, they had no choice.
When the cities of Sumer started women could be rulers. Later they had less power.
Their status fell over time.
The Sumerians prayed to many gods. Their gods were like the Greek Gods, like Zeus
and Apollo. Their gods ate and drank and got angry and had children.
The Sumerians built homes for their gods. They built a pyramid (pointy) building. We call
them Ziggurats. At the top was a room for the god.
Sumerians thought when they died they went under the ground, and lived in the dark.
Sumerians invented writing. Maybe earlier cities people did that too, but we donʼt have
their writing. Their writing looked like pictures. We call it cuneiform.
The Sumerians also invented lots of math, even some algebra. They made calendars.
They studied the night sky. They used wheeled carts to move things.
The Sumerians invented the idea of the hour and the minute. They said 1 hour would
have 60 minutes.
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Judaism and Abraham - 2000 BCE
Abraham lived in the city of Ur between the time of Sumer and the time of Babylon.

He started a religion called Judaism. The Sumerians had many gods, but Abraham said
there was only one god.
These are some special things about Judaism compared to many religions of the time.
•
•
•
•

Only one god (monotheism). Human kings were not gods, they had to obey god.
God was everywhere, not limited to a location or region.
Religious stories were written down. These written stories are called Torah.
The Jewish god was only for Jewish people. They were chosen.

Babylon and Hammurabi - 1790 BCE
Babylon was a city state near Sumer.
It was ruled by a king called Hammurabi. His armies took over (conquered) Sumer.
Babylon became a nation.
He made artisans carve the laws of his people onto a stone. We call this “The Code of
Hammurabi”.
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The Code of Hammurabi told the people of the kingdom how to act.
One section was about criminal law. It said how they should punish bad actions.
Another section was about civil law. It said how families should behave and how to divide up property when a father died.
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Iron Weapons: Hittites and Assyrians 1400 BCE to 600
BCE
Until this time weapons were made from metals of bronze and copper. These metals are
soft. The Hittites discovered how to use iron to make weapons. Iron is stronger than
copper and bronze.
The Hittites lived east of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers (east of Mesopotomia) in an
area with a lot of iron. With their iron weapons they conquered Mesopotamia and other
lands.
The Assyrians lived on the Tigris river. They learned how to make iron weapons from
the Hittites. They loved to fight and kill.
The Assyrians conquered many people. They took over from the Hittites.
They learned from the people they conquered. They became less cruel.
King Assurbanipol of the Assyrians created a great library at Nineveh.
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The Persians 600 BCE
Mesopotamia had many wars and empires over more than 1,000 years. Then came the
Persians.
The Persians brought many inventions in government. Most of all they invented using
coins as money. Before this time people “bartered” (traded) things. They had a barter
economy. After this time people traded coins for things. They had a money economy.
Darius was a famous ruler of the Persians. During his time the Persians began using
coins and having governors and collecting taxes and building roads. Darius made
laws for everyone. The Persians developed standard ways to weigh and measure
things.
The Persians were Monotheists -- they had only one god. They invented ideas of
Heaven and Hell and judgment by a god.
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Egypt of the Nile 3100 BCE to 1100 BCE
The Nile is a river in Africa. It flows from Ethiopia north to the Mediterranean sea. The
north end runs through a great desert. That is what we call the land of Egypt.
The Nile floods every year. When it floods it leaves mud (silt) behind. The silt is good for
farming.
Egypt was created around 3100 BCE when King Menes conquered the people who
lived on the Nile. He used the Nile to move along his very long and narrow kingdom in
the great desert.
Egyptian Kings were men but they said they were gods. Egyptians prayed to them. We
call those Kings Pharaohs.
Pharaohs had ministers who ruled the land. We can them Viziers.
Viziers ran departments like tax, farming and irrigation. They told Scribes what to do.
Scribes told the Egyptian people what to do.
Irrigation is taking water from a lake or river and using it to farm. Because the Egyptians
lived along a river in the desert they needed irrigation to live. It was the most important
thing in Egypt
The Egyptian people developed technologies of building and water control. They built
pyramids for the dead bodies and treasures of their Pharaohs. They built large channels
to carry water from the Nile to farms. We call these irrigation channels. They built dikes
to channel water and dams to create lakes and hold water. They stored water from the
rainy season to use in the dry season.
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Ghana and the Sahara trade - Gold and Salt - 800 AD
Ghana is a country in Africa. It is in the western part of Africa.
In this map there are circles around Mesopotamia (Sumer, Tigris, Euphrates), Egypt and
Ghana. The Sahara Desert is between Egypt and Ghana. The Sahara has been getting
bigger over the past 4,000 years.
One thousands years ago the people who lived between the Niger and Senegal rivers
formed a kingdom called Ghana.
Remember that the people who lived between the Tigris and Euphrates created kingdoms like Sumer and people who lived on the Nile created Egypt. Rivers are important
for ancient civilizations and modern too. We live on the Mississippi.
The King of Ghana controlled trade in Salt and Gold.
Humans need some salt to be healthy. In the ancient world Salt had to be mined from
the earth; it was very important. Salt comes from sea water. There used to be sea water in the Sahara, when it dried out it left salt behind.
Men dug gold from pits in the earth. Women washed out gold dust. Dust was put in
feather quills to hide it. It was traded to North Africa (Morocco) and across the water to
Spain (see map above). Camels were used to trade across part of the Sahara.
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Islam, Mali and Mansa Musa: 1300 AD
The religion of Islam started in the lands between Egypt and Mesopotamia around 700
AD. It is based on the ideas of a man called Mohammed.
Islam spread across Africa including Ghana and Mali.
People who follow the religion of Islam are called Muslims.
By 1300 AD Mali was very strong. It took over Ghana.
Mansa means King in the language of Mali.
Mansa Musa conquered neighbor states and put good laws in place. He attracted many
writers and students to Mali.
Timbuktu is a city in Mali. It became a center of Islamic (Muslim) teaching.

Songhai: Sonni Ali and Askia Muhammed 1450 AD
Songhai took over from Mali. It was on the Niger river.
Sonni Ali was a king of Songhai. He was not a Muslim. He made Songhai bigger and
took over the lands of Mali.
Aski Mohamed took over from Sonni Ali. He was a Muslim. He formed a true government with departments like farming, army and treasury (money). He converted his people to Islam.
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Unit 2 Exam
1. Sumer and many other ancient cities start near which things:
a. Rivers that bring water and soil that are good for growing things.
b. Mountains that bring shade.
c. Deserts that are dry.
2. Which of these social classes were a part of Sumer?
a. Software developers
b. Artisans
c. Senators
d. Scientists
3. What technology was developed in Sumer?
a. The telescope
b. The calendar
c. The computer
d. Paper
4. What people first used iron weapons?
a. The Sumerians
b. The Babylonians
c. The Hittites
5. Which religion had only one God?
a. Sumerian
b. Babylonian
c. Judaism
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Unit 3 Exam
West Africa 1000 AD and Mesopotamia 1000 BC: What do they have in common?
1. What amount of time separates the Songhai Kindgom of west africa (1000 AD) and
the Hittite Kingdoms of mesopotamia (1000 BC)?
a. 5,000 years
b. 300 years
c. 2,000 years
d. 30 years
2. Civilizations of Mesopotamia and civilizations of West Africa both started near:
a. Mountains
b. Deserts
c. Oceans
d. Rivers
3. What where Hittite and Songhai weapons made of?
a. Bronze
b. Stone
c. Wood
d. Iron
4. Where was Gold important for trade?
a. Sumeria
b. Songhai
c. Babylon
5. The Persians used money. Did the the West African civilizations use money too?
a. Yes
b. No
6. Which civilizations had religious leaders?
a. Persian
b. Mali
c. Ghana
d. Egyption
e. All of the above
7. Which civilizations had leaders elected by citizens?
a. Persia
b. Hittite
c. Songhai
d. Sumeria
e. None of them
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African Summative Assessment - Songhai
Introduction
Songhai was a civilization located in ______. It started in the year _____. It ended in the
year _________
Body
People settled in the area of Songhai because ... This was the same reason people settled in Mesopotamia.
The natural resources available to the people of Songhai included ... Sumeria had some
of the these, including ....
Songhai was run by a ...... The people had jobs like ....
The religion of Songhai was ... The religion of ancient Israel was ... Both religions were
monotheist/polytheist.
In Egypt people built .... In Songhai people built ....
In Sumer people wrote using ... in the Sumerian language. In Songhai they wrote using
the .... language.
Conclusion
Songhai had some things in common with countries like Sumeria and Mesopotamia.
They included ....
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India 600 BC - 550 AD (about 1100 years)
Geography
In the northwest and northeast of India giant mountains capture snow and block invaders. The snow melts and makes rivers. The rivers bring water for growing food to the
north.
The Deccan Plateau (flat area) is high up, so the rivers donʼt get to it. It is dry. Few live
there.
The coasts of India had water for food, fish, and trade.
The Guptas: 320BC - 550 AD
For most of its history India was ruled by the Gupta kings. They started the Caste system. They were usually good rulers. Their religion was Hinduism. It was a religion of
many, many local gods.
The Caste System of the Guptas
Indian religion and culture were very close. Together the divided all Hindu people into
groups called Castes. (During this time almost all Indians were Hindu.)
Some Castes were based on jobs. Some were based on skin color, language, or history.
Castes had strict divisions. People could only marry someone in the same caste. Children had the same castes as their parents (“hereditary”).
High caste people had more money and special rules and good education and nicer
jobs. The highest caste was and is called Brahmin.
Low castes people were poor and had smelly or hard jobs and no education. The lowest
caste is Untouchable. They had a terrible life.
Some people claim that the caste system made India stay the same for a long time, and
it helped avoid wars inside India. There is no way to know if this is true or not.
The Gupta rule ended 1,500 years ago, but Hindus in India still have Castes and they
still control many lives. The Caste system has been very persistent.
Comparison: Castes in 500 AD India and Classes in America 2011
In India of 500 AD there was one very dominant religion (Hinduism). Religion and culture divided people into Castes.
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In America of 2011 there are many religions, but Christianity is dominant. Christianity
does not have the idea of a Caste or Class. In traditional Christian teaching the poor are
often said to be blessed, but rich people have to be extra good to earn Godʼs approval.
Christian and Hindu religions have very different ideas about Class and Caste.
Although the religious ideas are very different the cultures are more similar. Both India
of 500 AD and America of 2011 have something like Castes. In America we call them
Classes. Class in America is mostly based on money. Poor people are Lower Class.
Rich people are Upper Class. Everyone else is Middle Class.
Someone born poor in America will usually stay poor (Lower Class). Someone born rich
will usually stay rich (Upper Class). Most Americans marry within their class; poor marry
poor and rich marry rich. This is similar to Hindu Castes.
Indians could never change their Caste. Americans can change, most often middle
class people can become poor. This is different.
Modern American and ancient Indian rule is very different. Rulers in old India were always Brahmin. In American many presidents start out Lower Class. Both Presidents
Clinton and Obama started life very poor.
In ancient India Castes started out based on history and skin color and language. In
America Class membership is often related to skin color and history (ethnicity). Historically American slaves were similar to Hindu Untouchables.
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Ancient India: Study Guide Exam
1. Which of these things were common to Buddhism and Hinduism?
a. One God
b. Reincarnation
c. Caste system
2. Why did Hindus believe that a person was reincarnated as an untouchable?
a. Bad luck
b. Because they were good in a past life. (Good past life Karma)
c. Because they were bad in a past life. (Bad past life Karma)
3. What is the name of the river that was important for India
a. The Mississippi river
b. The Euphrates river
c. The Indus river
4. Where does the water for the Indus River come from?
a. The Himalayan mountains
b. The sea
c. The Rocky Mountains
5. What is Karma?
a. Actions that will affect your reincarnation.
b. Good luck
c. A disease
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The Middle Kingdom: China 2000 BC - 220 AD: From
Shang to Han
Some dates to remember
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2000 BC: early Chinese writing
1650 BC: Shang dynasty
600 BC: Confucious
200 BC: Shi Huangdi - the Cruel First Emperor
200 BC: Han Dynasty starts
0: Buddhism
220 AD: End of Han Dynasty

Geography and Ancient Chinaʼs Civilization (Map p. 1005)
Ancient China was very isolated. They were cut off from much of the world.
To the North the land is cold and very dry. The Gobi desert is there. Very few people live
there even today.
To the East is Ocean.
To the Southeast is thick Jungle blocking the way to southeast asia.
To the West and Southwest are mountains and desert and the high Tibetan Plateau
blocking the way to India and the Middle East. The Tibetan Plateau is called the roof of
the world.
In India the the Indus River runs north to south downhill from the Deccan Plateau. In
China the Yangzi, Wei and Huan He rivers run west to east downhill from the Tibetan
Plateau. The rivers would flood in the spring when snow melted. The flooding left fertile
soil, but it also destroyed villages.

Han Science, Technology and Medicine 200 BC - 200 AD
Han scientists made better calendars and clocks by observing stars. They learned to
measure earthquakes.
Han physicians experimented with medicines from plants. They invented acupuncture,
the idea that needles under the skin would cure disease. (This doesnʼt work, but at least
itʼs not harmful.)
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Han craftsman had advanced technologies before the Romans. They made paper from
wood pulp and invented the rudder for boats, fishing reels, stirrups on horses, wheelbarrows and suspension bridges.

Silk and the Silk Road
Silk is a textile made from silkworm cocoons (a kind of moth larva, like a caterpillar). Silk
was developed in China around 3,500 BC. By the time of the Han dynasty China had
learned to make beautiful silk cloth. Other countries would pay a lot for this silk, but
since China was cut off from the world it was hard to trade silk.
Especially the West and Southwest of China are mountains and desert and the high Tibetan Plateau blocking the way to India and the Middle East.
During the Han Dynasty many caravans learned how to cross these deserts and mountains. We call the paths they took the “silk road” because these traders took tons of silk
to Europe, the Middle East and India. They traveled along rivers and around the sides of
great deserts and through great mountains. They brought back new foods, glass, furs
and fabrics.
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The Shang, Zhou, Qin and Han Dynasties
Dynasty

Period

Significance

Shang

1650-1027 BC

Early Chinese civilization, a lot like city-states of
Sumer. Merchants and artisans in cities. Many gods.
Worship of ancestor spirits.

Zhou

1027 - @220
BC

“Mandate of Heaven”. Emperor is near gods. Gods
punish bad rulers with bad luck like Flood, Disease,
War and Earthquake. Feudalism, many rulers who
serve King. First Books. Daoism. Early Confucius.

Qin

221 BC - 206
BC

Very short dynasty. Legalism - cruel and strict rules.
All of China united with one First Emperor. Emperor is
Cruel. Great Wall. One kind of money. One kind of
writing. Burned books.

Han

206 BC - 220
AD

Emperors are better. University. Roads. Economy better. Made China bigger. Silk Road. Confucianism very
strong. Civil Service with exams. First Golden Age of
China.
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Philosophies of China: Mandate of Heaven, Daoism, Legalism, Confucianism
Mandate of
Heaven

Daoism

Legalism

Confucianism

Dynasty

Zhou

Zhou

Qin

Han

Teacher of the
philosophy

Unknown

Laozi

Han Fei

Confucious

Basic ideas

Good rulers
have good
luck. Bad rules
have bad luck flood, disease,
war, earthquake.

Balance in all
things, but also
many different
local religions
and beliefs.
Worship of ancestors

Obey ruler.
Many rules,
harsh punishment. Peasants are stupid.

Harmony
through rules
of five relationships: father/
son, elder to
younger
brother, husband to wife,
ruler to subject,
friend to friend.
Obey authority.
Men rule over
women. Duties
(obey parent)
and Obligations (care for
parent).

Influence on
Government

Rulers tried to
be good.

No influence
on government.

Emperor
makes laws.
Cruel First
Emperor.

Han Dynasty
followed Confucian rules.
Han Civil Service based on
Confucian stories.

Writings

None

The Way of
Virtue

The Han Feizi
(writings of
Han Fei)

Analects of
Confucious
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Han Dynasty Project
Boats: fishing and trade
Interesting Facts & Information: Ancient China Ships
http://www.kwintessential.co.uk/articles/china/ancient-china-ships/2414
“The famous ancient ship known as a “junk” was also developed in China during the
Han Dynasty from roughly the third century BCE until the third century CE. By the end
of the Han Dynasty, junks were used on the ocean, and in subsequent dynasties saw
the development of the junk into a vessel for long ocean voyages...

Soccer in the Han Dynasty
Sports and Games of Old China
http://www.chinaculture.org/chineseway/2007-11/09/content_121606.htm
soccer, was first played in China in the Han Dynasty (206 BC –AD 220). Then, as now,
the actual ball was made of leather, and inflated with hair and other soft fillings rather
than air. ... it was played by both men and women. This is attested by Han Dynasty historical records and images on bricks. The sportʼs emphasis at that time was on individual rather than team skills.
Cuju, Ancestor of Soccer
http://cul.chinese.cn/en/article/2011-03/25/content_238798.htm
The game of cuju was first mentioned in the Zhan Guo Ce (under State of Qi's section)
and later in the Sima Qian's Shiji (under Su Qin's biography), written during the Han
Dynasty. Some claim that the Yellow Emperor invented the game for military training
purposes, while others place its emergence during China's Warring States Period (476221 BC). In any case, it certainly existed during this period. A competitive form of cuju
was used as fitness training for military cavaliers, while other forms were played for entertainment in wealthy cities like Linzi.
During the Han Dynasty (206 BC-AD 220), the popularity of cuju spread from the army
to the royal courts and upper classes. It is said that the Han emperor Wu Di enjoyed the
sport. At the same time, cuju games were standardized and rules were established.
Football matches were often held inside the imperial palace. A type of court called ju
chang was built especially for cuju matches, which had six crescent-shaped goal posts
at each end.
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Ancient Greece: 1400BC to 350BC
Greece today is a country on the north side of the Mediterranean sea. It is at the eastern end of Europe. The pink island in this picture is Crete, a land south of Greece. The
Aegean sea is between Turkey and Greece and has many islands.

Before the Golden Age: 1750 BC to 800 BC
From 1750 BC to 800 BC several peoples lived and wrote stories in the region of Aegean sea. Homer was a poet who lived then. He is said to have written two famous poems, the Iliad and Odyssey.
Because Greece is very mountainous, and because there are many islands, people
lived in many small cities. The ancient Greeks were very good sailors and they settled
from Spain to Egypt.
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The Golden Age of Greece: 800 BC - 350 BC
Greece started with Kings and Queens (Monarchy). Then trade and technology (iron)
made merchants and soldiers more powerful. Greece was ruled by oligarchs (rich people).
Greece came to be dominated by two cities: Sparta and Athens.
Both Sparta and Athens spoke Greek and they both worshipped the same gods - Zeus,
Apollo, Ares, Athena and others. Both Sparta and Athens depended on the work of
slaves.
Sparta
Sparta was run by warriors. It made money by conquering land and taking tribute and
using the labor of slaves.
Sparta had two kings and an assembly of Spartan males over 30 (“citizens”). Spartan
men lived together in barracks from the age of 7 to 30.
Spartan women had to obey their husbands and give up their sons. Because the men
were often at war they had more freedom than most women prior to the modern era.
They could inherit property.
Athens 500 BC - 400 BC
Athens was first run by rich merchants and warriors (oligarchs) but over time it became
a limited democracy. Athens made money by trading and by using the labor of slaves.
Free males with money could vote. Around 500 BC all male citizens over 30 were members of the Assembly. A special Council of 500 was chosen by lot (chance) and suggested laws to the Assembly.
Women and girls in Athens had a difficult life. They mostly stayed home. They did not go
to school.
Athenian boys went to school. Learning and school were very important in Athens.
Speaking in public was very important too.
Athens had several great leaders like Solon, Pisistratus and Cleisthenes.
After Athens and Sparta joined together to defeat Persia, Athens became very powerful.
Pericles was a great leader around 450 BC. Pericles believed all male citizens should
be in the assembly, even poor people. During the time of Pericles Athens had many
buildings and universities.
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Around 400 BC Sparta and Persia conquered Athens. Athens was always influential, but
it was never so powerful again.

The Hellenistic Age: 350 BC - 150 BC
Greece was conquered by Alexander of Macedonia around 340 BC. Alexander created
a great empire, but after he died it mostly fought for 200 years. Greece still had a lot of
teachers and thinkers, but around 150 BC Rome grew in power.

Socrates, Plato and Aristotle (beliefs)
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle were great thinkers of Greece. Socrates taught Plato and
Plato taught Aristotle. We call them philosophers.
Socrates lived until around 400 BC. He asked questions that made people think hard
around the world. He made some people angry. When he was old they said he offended
the gods. He was sentenced to die by drinking Hemlock (poison).
Plato taught about government and wrote many books. He created a school called the
Academy. He liked logic, thinking carefully.
Plato did not like democracy. He thought the smartest people should rule, people like
him. Although he thought men were mostly better than women, he thought some women
were smart and could be Philosophers.
Aristotle was a student of Plato. He thought people should live by the “golden mean”.
They should balance everything. He set up the Lyceum to study all knowledge. He and
his students wrote books about politics, logic, biology, theater, art and many topics.
Cultural Contributions to Western civilization (government, education, society)
Greece was extremely influential to the civilization of Europe and from Europe to the
modern Americas and related nations (“the west”).
The first universities in the 1500s were based on the teachings of Aristotle. Ideas of
government came from Greece, including ideas about oligarchy, democracy and the duties of Kings. Americaʼs founders were very influenced by Greek ideas of Democracy.
The discipline and military culture of Sparta has influenced armies and military leaders
over the past 2000 years.
Greece created the Olympic games, which we still play.
Greece created the idea of citizens as being important for the health of the city or nation.
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Greek sculpture was used as the example of best work in the western world. Greek architecture has always been imitated.
Stories with lessons and morals, called Dramas, came from the Greeks and have been
popular in the west.
Greek mathematics and thinking about ethics and philosophy are still important today. It
took over a thousand years to move much beyond Greek thinking in these areas.
Greek scholars also invented History - telling stories about the past. Much of what we
know about the ancient world came from them.
How does culture and community influence thinking (Athens, Sparta)
The people living in Athens and Sparta spoke the same language and believed in the
same Gods (Zeus, Athena, etc). They had very different ideas. Their ideas came from
the city where they were born. Their culture and community gave them ideas on how to
live, what was good, what people should do.
Athens and Sparta were extremely different. That tells us culture is a very powerful influence.
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Ancient Rome: 500 BC to 500 AD
Key Ideas
• Rome was and is a city in an region we call the Italian Peninsula.
• Long ago the people of the city of Rome controlled many lands. We call all of this ʻThe
Roman Empireʼ.
• Rome is still around today! It is the capitol of modern Italy.
• Christianity started in Rome
• Todayʼs Europe was very influenced by Romeʼs Empire
• The Romans took over from the Greeks. Rome became powerful as Greece was getting weaker.
• We divide Roman history into 3 parts:
• Republic: 500 BC to about 0 AD. The best part of Roman history. Good government, healthy culture.
• Empire: 0 AD to 200 AD. Rome is very powerful, ruled by dictators (Emperors).
Rome depends more and more on slavery, stops developing new ideas.
• Decline: 200 AD to 500 AD. Rome is powerful but troubled and falling apart.

Geography
Romeʼs Empire included everything around the Mediterranean sea and then all of modern France and the southern part of modern England. Rome was the center of the Empire, it is in the brown box below. Today we call that land Italy.
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Major Achievements of Ancient Rome
Rome had a very great impact on the history of Europe and the Mediterranean.
Rome learned a lot from the Greeks. When Rome conquered Greece it did not destroy
Greek knowledge and culture. Rome admired the Greeks. They preserved Greek
knowledge and spread it around. They made Greeks Roman citizens and helped Greek
scientists and doctors.
Rome had many great writers. Rome developed the Stoic philosophy.
Roman developed their own style of Art and Buildings (architecture) and learned how to
make big and strong bridges and buildings and roads. Romans invented ways to carry
water into Romain cities and how to get rid of human urine and stool (plumbing). This
meant Roman cities could grow large with less disease.
Romans learned to make very good maps, and to avoid the spread of diseases.
Rome developed a strong system of laws. Roman laws are the basis of American,
European, and other legal systems today.
The Roman-Jewish religion of Christianity spread all over the world and continues today.
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The Growth of Roman Christianity
Christianity started in a Roman land called Judea, the land of the Jewish people. It
started as a Jewish sect (cult) based on the idea of a Savior or Messiah called Jesus
Christ born around the year 0 AD. Our calendar is based on the year of Jesus Christ
birth.
Christianity grew because it allowed non-Jews to join. Christians were supposed to protect one another and when it developed there was a lot fighting and danger. So it was
safer to become Christian.
Christians believed it was important for rich and powerful people to help poor and weak
people. Even slaves could become Christian. There were a lot of poor people in the
Roman empire after 100 AD so Christianity grew quickly.
Christianity also took some ideas from Roman Stoicism, so many powerful Stoics liked
it.

Why did the people of ancient Italy (Rome) build a lasting empire?
An Empire is a large area with many languages and cultures controlled by a single nation for many years. Rome controlled one of the largest and most long lasting Empires
in human history.
There were several things about of Romeʼs geography, neighbors and culture that
helped them build a big empire.
Geography: The Italian Peninsula (land of ancient Rome) is a long narrow region of
land surrounded on 3 sides by the Mediterranean with a mountainous area in the North.
It is protected from invasion. In the peninsula there is good land for growing food. The
peninsula is easier to travel across than Greece.
Neighbors: The people of Rome were the Latins. They came to the Italian Peninsula
around 800 BC. They learned a lot from the Etruscans who were their before. They
learned how to write and they learned Etruscan engineering. They also learned a lot of
things from the Greeks.
Government: The Romans invented a system of government that worked well for hundreds of years. Even if a powerful ruler died, the nation of Rome would continue. Their
system balanced the power of the rich and the power of the average person.
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Culture: Roman women were still limited by male power, but they could contribute more
to society than Greek women. Roman society made better use of the talent of women.
Unlike Greek girls Roman girls learned to read and write. Even poor Romans learned to
read and write.
Leadership: When Rome conquered a country they let the people live and manage
their affairs. The people could become Roman citizens. They learned the Roman language. Rome took taxes but protected them.

Why did the Roman Empire Decay and Fall?
After about 0 AD Rome was ruled by dictators (Emperors). This form of government has
problems. People got to be Emperor by military power or friends or family, not because
they were good at governing. Good Emperors were replaced by Bad Emperors. Emperors could do what they wanted, nobody could prevent bad choices.
Emperors took money and gave it to their friends and family. They used more and more
slavery.
Rome had more poor people and more slaves. Instead of improving things and trying
new ideas they used more slaves. Rome needed more money and slaves to keep going, so Rome conquered more lands. Even as Rome got bigger it was getting socially
weaker. Rome depended on slaves now, but slaves did not like Rome.
At the same time human populations were getting bigger around the world and the
worldʼs climate was also changing. It changed a lot between 250 and 500 AD, sometimes hotter, sometimes drier, sometimes colder. There were some years with good
weather and good harvests, then years with bad years and bad harvests. During bad
years lots of people would move around looking for better lands.
Growing numbers and changing weather meant lots of people were forced to move from
the North and East of Italy, looking for land and food and a place to live. They were constantly invading the Italian Peninsula even as Rome was getting weaker.
In the Italian Peninsula more migration and more population and less government
meant it was easier for diseases to spread. Huge plagues, like the Black Death, attacked Rome.

How was Rome like other civilizations of its time?
Like other civilizations Rome had written laws that lasted a long time. It had rules for
governing. People organized into classes of strong and weak and Rome had slaves.
Like other civilizations Rom had writing and its own style of art and building. Rome built
roads and bridges and managed water and food and human waste.
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Like all civilizations, from Sumer to Greek, Rome learned from its neighbors. It adopted
technologies like writing and agriculture and using iron from other civilizations. Rome
was very good at learning from others, and very good at managing other civilizations.

How did Rome change the world?
Rome spread many ideas from the East and the West around its empire. Those ideas
and inventions went to Europe and to the Middle East. Europe then passed these ideas
to the New World and to Europeʼs “colonies” and conquests. Even China has been influenced by Roman ideas.
Christianity grew from the Roman Empire to become one of the worldʼs most common
religions.
The ideas of Roman government and engineering and law spread around the world.
Rome spread many Greek and Mediterranean ideas around the world.
The Roman Calendar has been widely accepted.
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The Pre-Invasion Americas 1400 BC to 1570 AD
Human Settlement, Isolation, Invasion and Diseases
Pre-humans (hominids) evolved in Africa but long ago spread throughout Africa, Europe
and Asia (“Old World”). Humans like us developed about 100,000 years ago and spread
around the Old World.They could not travel to Australia or to the Americas. They did not
have boats that could cross Ocean waters.
From 13,000 to 60,000 years ago the earth was colder and water levels were lower.
Humans could walk from Asian (modern Siberia) across to America (modern Alaska).
We think humans came to America many times over that period. They spread across
the continent and eliminated all large animals and competing predators.
After humans had hunted all the large animals they learned to grow crops from 8,500 to
2,500 BC.
When the climate warmed up the ocean rose. America was mostly cut off from Europe,
Africa and Asia for about 13,000 years -- though Vikings and other peoples still visited
by boat in small numbers.
Then, around 1500 AD, Europeans learned to cross the Ocean. They came in large
numbers. Europeans carried smallpox and many other diseases that were common in
Europe. Europeans were resistant to these diseases, but the people of the Americas
were not. Most of the people in the Americas, from the very north to the very south, died
of these great plagues.

Maya, Aztec and Inca: Geography
There were many cultures in the Americas, but we know most about three we call Maya,
Aztec and Inca.
The Maya and Aztecs lived in the the southern part of modern Mexico and south into
Central America.
The Incans loved along the coast of South America, west of the great Andes Mountains
in modern Peru and Argentina.

Maya, Aztec and Inca - Compared
Maya
Years

300 AD - 900 AD

Aztec

Inca

1200 AD - 1521 AD

1400 AD - 1535 AD
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Maya

Aztec

Inca

Location (modern) Southern Mexico
and Guatemala

Central Mexico,
modern Mexico
City

Peru (from Ecuador
to Chile)

Important Cities

Tikal (Guatemala
today)

Tenochtitlan (modern Mexico City)

Cuzco, Peru

Geography

Rain forest, tropical
climate. Lots of water.

High flat lands surrounded by volcano. Mild weather.
Tenochtitlan was
island surrounded
by marsh and water.

Narrow west
coastal plain is desert except for rivers. High Andes
Mountains and high
plateaus with extreme weather.
Eastern rainforest
and Amazon river.
Desert and high
mountain along the
Andes mountains.

Agriculture

Raised fields,
drains to clear water. Maize (corn)

Corn, squash,
beans.

Corn, squash,
beans, cotton, potatoes (700 kinds!).
Use Llama.

Government

City states with
rules.

Empire with one
ruler.

God-King (Sapa
Inca) like Egyptian
Pharaoh. Many
city-communes with
local ruler.

Social Levels

City ruler, nobles,
priests, farmers,
slaves

Emperor, nobles,
priests, farmers,
slaves.

Nobles, local rulers,
priests, farmers,
slaves

Jobs

Noble, farmer,
priest, stone work,
slave

Farmer, priest, noble, warrior, stone
work, slave

God-king, nobles,
local chieftains, officials, runners,
farmer, army, metal
work, mining, pottery, textiles, slave.
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Maya
Culture

Human sacrifice
(murder for gods),
worship gods, architecture and
stone carving

Aztec

Inca

continuous war and
a lot of human sacrifice, worship
gods, architecture
and stone carving

Gold symbol of
God-King. Great
runners on roads.
Organized communes (Allyus), arranged marriages.
Worshipped many
gods as well as
God-King.
Textile and pottery
art.
Some human sacrifice.
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Maya
Technology and
learning

Pyramids, stone
work, water management, writing,
bark books, calendars, astronomy,
arithmetic.

Aztec

Inca

Chinampas - artificial islands for
growing food.
Buildings, pyramids
and cities. Stonework. Calendars
and astronomy.
Writing. Medicines
for fever and
wounds.

Calculated using
knotted strings
(quipu). Some people think this was
also a written language. Otherwise
no written language
known.
Built great roads
and bridges across
12,000 miles of desert and mountain;
advanced building
skills.
Use of runners to
transmit information
without a written
language in a world
without horses.
Metalworking: copper, tin, bronze, silver, gold.
From other cultures
got irrigation, terracing, pottery, textiles.
Medicine.

Collapse / Downfall

Not known. Overpopulation? Ecological damage?

Hatred of neighbors, European
diseases, Spanish
invasion

European diseases, Spanish invasion.
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The Middle Ages - Europe and the Middle East: 10401450
Main Events
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Crusades: War between Christian and Muslim Kingdoms
The Magna Carta: start of modern democracy and law
Black Death: a plague that killed almost half of Europe
Fall of Constantinople - last bits of the Roman Empire
Chinaʼs Ming Dynasty is late Middle Ages
Before the Middle Ages Arab Islamic warriors conquered much of the world. They
fought east into Europe and took the land of Spain. During the Middle Ages the Islamic
Empire ought with the developing powers of Europe

Power in Europe in the Middle Ages
In the middle ages in Europe power was divided between the Christian Church, The
King, The Nobility (landowners with fighers) and wealthy townspeople who were “freemen”. Poor people were called serfs or peasants, they were a little like slaves

The Magna Carta
• The Magna Carta was an agreement in 1215 between King John and powerful “nobles” called barons.
• The Magna Carta meant that the King had to follow the law.
• The Magna Carta gave special rights to the nobles (landowners). It limited what the
King could tell them to do and what he could do to them. Slowly regular people got the
same rights.
• The Magna Carta limited what the King could do to the Church and gave the Church
special power.
• The Magna Carta also gave a few rights to freemen who did now own land (townspeople). The nobility and the King had to follow the law before putting them in prison
or aking their money.

Islam and Christianity
• Islam and Christianity both developed from religious traditions of the Middle East, especially Judaism and Zoroastrianism.
• Islam, Christianity, Judaism all have only one God (monotheistic) though they disagree
about Godʼs rules.
• They shared common stories like the story of Abraham.
• Islam, Christianity and Judaism all believed in a special power of books over spoken
word. Their books are the Quran, Bible, and Torah. The stories of the Christian Old
Testament are also in the Torah and the Bible.
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• Both Islam and Christianity and Judaism believe in messengers from God called
Prophets.
• Islam incorporated some Christian stories like the story of Jesus. In Christianity Jesus
was the Savior of man and the son of God and he was crucified but resurrected. In Islam Jesus was a Prophet (messenger of God (Allah) and rose to heaven.
• In Christianity the Bible is the Word of God, but for Islam the Bible is not complete. In
Islam the Quran is complete.
• In Christianity there are no more Prophets after Jesus. In Islam there is another
prophet called Mohammed who is greater than Jesus. In Islam Mohammed is the last
Prophet.

The five pillars of Islam
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Declaration of faith
Daily Prayer
Charity to the poor
Fasting during Ramadan daytime
The Hajj: Pilgrimage to Mecca (a city in modern Saudi Arabia)

The Crusades: Christian Turkey vs. the Islamic Turkish Empire 1100 1300
The Crusades is the European name for a series of wars between European Christian
Kings and the Christian Church (and Pope) against the armies of the Islamic empire.
The Crusades started when the Turks, who were Islamic, were attacking the city of
Constantinople.
Constantinople is a very old city. It was started by the Greeks and called Byzantium.
Then the Romans took it and called in Constantinople. Then it became the capitol of the
Greek-speaking eastern part of the Roman Empire. At this time there were two Popes,
one in Rome and one in Constantinople. They were both Christian, but had different
rules and rituals.
Early in the Middle Ages the Islamic Turks were attacking Constantinople. The Pope of
Constantinople called for help from the Pope of Rome. The Pope of Rome was called
Pope Urban II.
Pope Urban told Christian nobles to fight the Turks and to save Constantinople and recover the holy city of Jerusalem (where Christ was crucified).
This was the first war of the Crusades. The wars went on for about 200 years. At first
the Christians won. Later the Christianʼs lost and the Islamic Empire of the Turks conquered Constantinople. They renamed it Istanbul and it is the capitol of Turkey.
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The Causes of the Crusades
1. The Turks were attacking Constantinople and it was allied with Rome.
2. The Pope of Rome wanted to stop the European kings fighting. He thought if the
fought the Turks they would not fight each other.
3. The Europeans and the Turks had different religions. Each thought their God wanted
them to fight.
4. The Western Pope hoped if he rescued the Eastern Christians that he could take
over all of Christianity.
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The European Renaissance 1450 - 1650
The European Catholic Church was very strong during the Medieval period. During the
Renaissance the Church loses much of its power and the world of Science develops.

Medieval vs. Renaissance Ideas
Medieval

Renaissance

Religion

Catholic church very powerful. Almost everyone is religious.

Church much less powerful, splits
into Protestant and Catholic.
Many philosophers and scientists
are not as religious.

Life

Life is nasty and short. People think mostly about life after death.

Life is important now.

Rulers

Being a Noble or Bishop is
the most important thing.
Regular people donʼt matter.

Art and invention is important,
even poor people can be very important. (Isaac Newton was very
poor.)

Change

Change is usually bad, people try to stay the same.

Change is good, people want new
things.

Education

Mostly religion education.

Universities teach many topics.
Humanism is the study of the
world.

Art

Very little variation, mostly
religious, everything flat.

Roman art and perspective; paintings look like real life.

Women

Mother or nun.

Women become teachers and
writers and artists.

Understanding
nature

Acts of God, ideas from
Greek philosophers

Using science, measuring nature,
testing ideas

Reading

Very few people read.

Many people read.

Rebellion against Rome: Causes of the Protestant Reformation
There were several reasons why Catholic Priests like Luther rebelled against the
church.
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1. The Catholic church was sending money to Rome.
2. Many Priests and Bishops were corrupt. They took money and spent it on themselves. They broke the rules of the church.
3. To raise money the Catholic church sold “indulgences”. Priests told evil people they
would go to Hell, but if they paid money they wouldnʼt. This made everyone angry.
4. Many Priests didnʼt like the Catholic rule of celibacy (no wives or girlfriends).

Luthorʼs Ideas - Protestant Reformation
Luthors main ideas were:
1. Faith and Bible study was the only way to get to heaven. People had to learn to read
so they could study the Bible.
2. The Bible is the only source of truth, Popes and Priests donʼt know more than the
Bible.
3. Popes and priests donʼt have special power or authority. All believers could be a sort
of priest.
Luthors ideas had many effects
1. They made many people learn to read the Bible, which made it easier to learn other
subjects and helped develop schools and knowledge. He also supported religious
education for girls.
2. It gave people opposed to rule by the Church a way to weaken the Church.
3. The Catholic church responded by becoming less corrupt and more religious, but it
also started hurting and torturing Protestants.
4. Calvin started his own church using some of Lutherʼs ideas.
5. Zwingli started the Reform churches in Switzerland.
6. Henry VIII used Lutherʼs ideas to take control of Church land in England and divorce
his wives.
Sea routes to Asia (China and India)
European nations had been trading with China and India for a long time, but the trade
passed through many other nations. They wanted to trade directly and make more
money. They especially wanted more spices. Some explorers also wanted to learn more
about the world and other nations.
It is hard to reach China by sea. Ships had travel around Africa and they often sink. So
trying to reach China and India by sea taught sailors who to make better ships and
maps and navigation tools. They also learned a lot about Africa.
Sailors knew the world was round, so they tried sailing west to reach China. They ran
into the Americas. They couldnʼt get to China that way, but they did invade the Americas. Millions of pre-invasion americans died of disease and war. The wealth of the
Americas made Spain very powerful.
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What made the Renaissance possible
1. The Black Death (Bubonic Plague) was a terrible plague that killed millions of people
in Europe before 1400. Armies were wiped out. The Church and other centers of
control were weakened. After the Black Death there was a lot of food and land for
the people who lived but armies were still weak. Peace and food and health allowed
people to try new things.
2. During the Crusades Europe learned a lot from the Islamic Ottoman empire. Many
ideas from Greece and Rome returned to Europe from Middle East to Spain and Italy.
3. Italy was a prosperous region with a rich history and many states that could experiment.
4. Ships and compass and maps were getting more advanced. Ships were traveling
around the world and bringing ideas and goods from India and Asia and China.
5. Paper started to be made in Italy in the 1300s. Paper supported the spread of ideas
through printing.

Famous people of this time who changed the world
Name

Years

Impact

Erasmus

@ 1500

Challenged Church corruption

Leonardo da Vinci

@ 1500

Humanist art and philosophy, changed way people
thought about art and the world.

Gutenberg

@ 1500

The printing press, books are available to all

Columbus

@ 1500

European discovery of Americas in 1492. European invasion began.

Machiavelli

@1520

New ideas about politics and government.

Luther

@ 1520

Created Protestant religious ideas, split away from
the Catholic church.

Nicolas Copernicus

@ 1550

Earth goes around the sun. Church shown to be
wrong.

Shakespeare

@ 1600

Humanist literature, changed how we tell stories.

Galileo

@ 1630

Motion of the planets and other things explained.
Church shown to be wrong.
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Name
Francis Bacon

Years
@1630

Impact
His ideas guided the growth of science and technology
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Europe 1640-1815 - The Enlightenment. Revolutions in
Science, Industry and Politics.
Introduction
After the Renaissance, from 1640 to 1815, new inventions and ideas changed almost
everything in Europe and the world.
Around 1630 the idea of Science was developed. Scientists explained the world. They
studied stars and animals and plants. They predicted what would happen. If they were
wrong they changed their ideas.
Engineers (Makers) were people who invented and made things like bridges and roads
and water wheels and many other things. They were very important during this time.
At this time many people were part Scientist and part Maker.
Coal was used for heat but then around 1750 it was used a lot to make iron.
Motors that used wood and coal to heat water were made. These were called steam
engines. They became very important around 1775.
In 1776 the American colonies broke from England and the country of America was
formed.
England was very powerful during this time. It was head of the British Empire. It controlled much of the world and was getting bigger and stronger.
There were lots of wars in Europe.
Steam engines changed the world. Around 1800 people started to make steam powered
trains. Cities were getting bigger. There started to be more pollution.
People started to understand electricity and magnetism. The word electricity was
used in 1600. The first battery was invented in 1800.
Medicine was still pretty bad at this time. Messages still traveled by paper, there was no
telegraph.
This period was the end of the old world. After 1820 the modern world began. Machines
were everywhere.
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Scientific Revolution: ideas and people
Science was starting to develop during this era. Some of most important scientists and
their ideas were:
Rene Descartes - 1640 - France
He advanced geometry and mathematics. His ideas changed engineering and science
for over 200 years.
Blaise Pascal - 1645
Invented the mechanical calculator used for centuries. His work on gambling and games
was important for economics.
Leibniz - 1650 - Germany
He invented Calculus, mechanical calculators, binary numbers and he advanced logic.
His ideas were the foundation of future science and engineering.
Edmond Halley - 1700 - England
Edmond Halley studied the stars and comets and weather and geography. He invented
a diving bell to go under water. He helped Isaac Newton write his ideas. He helped
make Britainʼs Royal Society of Science work.
Isaac Newton - 1700 - England
Isaac Newton learned about how light and gravity work. He developed new kinds of
math. He was the greatest scientist in all of history, he changed all of history with his
ideas.
The Bernoulli Family - 1680 - 1820
Many members of this family changed mathematics, including Calculus and the mathematics of air flight.
David Hume - 1750 - Scotland
Hume had ideas about how to solve problems. He studied how the human mind worked
and how people thought about the world, he started cognitive science. He was one of
the most influential thinkers of the 18th century.
Lapace - 1780 - France
Lapace was a mathematician who studied stars and planets. He made many contributions to predicting planets and advanced math.
James Watt - 1780 - Scotland
He was an inventor and engineer. He developed the steam engine, which changed the
world.
Carl Gauss: 1800 - Germany
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Gauss was one of the greatest mathematicians of all time. He advanced every area of
mathematics; his work is still used for engineering and research today. His ideas advanced science and engineering and mathematics.
Volta - 1800 - Italy
Volta studied electricity and magnetism. He created the first battery. His ideas were important for the development of science.

Absolutism (Absolute monarch)
Absolutism is the idea that God made a King (Monarch, Emperor) to rule people. King
doesnʼt have to obey law. King can make or change rules whenever they want.
Some absolute rulers of this time included:
Philip 2nd (II) of Spain:He ruled Spain for 42 years until about 1600. He was Catholic.
He thought God gave him power. He created the Spanish Inquisition to torture Protestants and people who didnʼt agree with his beliefs. He attacked England with the Spanish Armada, but it was destroyed.
Louis 14th (XIV) of France, the Sun King: He was King of France. He ruled France for
70 years. He died in 1715. He was Catholic. Louis XIV made the King very powerful. He
made France fight many wars. He spent a lot of money on himself. He was cruel to
Protestant French (Hugenot). His mistakes made France ready for Napoleon.
Czar Peter the Great of Russia: Czar is the Russian name for a King (Monarch). Peter
Mikhailov was the Czar of Russia from about 1700. When Peter became Czar Russia
was like England of 1400. It was very backward. Peter made Russia learn from Europe.
Peter was also very cruel, he made thousands of people die to build a city called St. Petersburg. He ruled for 30 years.
Charles 1st (I) of England: He was tried to rule like an absolute monarch when he was
King in 1625. He got rid of Parliament. He made many people angry and caused a Civil
War. He was executed in 1649. After him religious fanatics, the Puritans, took over England.

How did Absolutism and the Enlightenment make Revolutions?
The combination of old-fashioned Absolute Monarchs and the Enlightenment helped
make Revolutions.
Many Monarchs were stupid rulers. They made many bad decisions. Because the world
was changing fast the bad decisions led to bad wars and hunger and business problems. These things made people hungry and scared and mad. Angry people make revolutions.
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The Enlightenment ideas made educated people doubt the King. They also doubted that
God wanted people to serve the Monarch. They were skeptical. They wanted freedom
and they wanted a vote.
Many people were learning to read and write and going to school. As people learned
more they wanted more things and they realized they were smarter than the Monarch.
So they should make decisions too.
New inventions made weapons easier to use and more available. When a large group
of people were angry they were more dangerous.
All of these things together made this a time of Revolution.

What was the Enlightenment? How is it related to the Renaissance,
Protestant Reformation and the Scientific Revolution?
These things all happened in Europe between the end of Feudalism and the beginning
of the Modern World:

Time started

Name

Story

1000

Middle Ages.

Lots of small Kingdoms
and local rulers. Church
very powerful. Terrible
Black Plague wipes out
much of Europe.

1500

Renaissance and Protestant Reformation.

Knowledge from ancient
Greece and Rome and
from China and India and
the Middle East comes to
Europe. New World “discovered” by Europeans.
Catholic church loses control of power during Protestant Reformation.

1600

Scientific Revolution

Late in the Renaissance
Europe invented the idea
of Science. That changed
the way people thought
about the world and how
they made things.
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Time started

Name

Story

1700

The Enlightenment

Machines and ideas traveled around the world and
caused Revolutions. Democracy returns to
Europe.

1800

The Industrial Age

The steam engine and
other machines meant that
animals and human muscles werenʼt as important.
The world population
started to grow very
quickly. Energy was important.

1950

The Modern Age

Today machines are starting to replace or extend
the human brain. We donʼt
know what to call this age.

The Renaissance, Protestant Reformation and the Scientific Revolution all came before
the Enlightenment. They made the Enlightenment possible.
The Enlightenment was a time when people worked out new ideas. They realized Monarchs were often cruel and stupid. People realized they could make better decisions
than Kings. Machines changed how people worked. New weapons were easier for regular citizens to use.
The Renaissance restored ideas from the Ancient world like Democracy and education.
Reading and printing meant that ideas were remembered and traveled far.
The Protestant Reformation weakened the control of the Catholic Church so they
couldnʼt stop new ideas from spreading.
The Scientific Revolution gave people new ways to think about the world and led to new
inventions. People realized that Kings and Monarchs were often stupid and cruel. New
inventions made it harder to control the people.
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Project: The Russian Revolution of 1917
Introduction
Everything was changing everywhere else in the world. Technology and inventions were
causing governments and empires to fall apart. The world population was growing fast.
New machines had changed wars. A small European war of 1914 went out of control
because of new machines. It became a monster war that went around most of the
world. It was called The World War or the Great War. Later it was called World War I.
Russia was still stuck in time. It hadnʼt changed all that much. It still had absolute rulers
and peasants working in farms.
The machine changes and the World War made Russia suddenly unstuck. It fell apart
into a terrible civil war or “Revolution”.
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